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Did you know?
We are an independent insurance agency. We operate a

little differently from captive insurance agencies. Captive

insurance agents are employed by the insurance company

and can only represent that insurance company's offerings.

We, on the other hand, operate independently of the

insurance companies. We choose which companies we

want to represent and they choose us! We are in partnership

with different companies so that we can offer a variety of

options to best serve you and your unique insurance

protection needs. 

At the time you first sign up with us we conduct a

comprehensive review of your individualized needs. We will

determine the recommended insurance limits and review

which company is best suited for your needs. We will also

proactively conduct an internal review of your insurance any

time your auto insurance premium increases by more than

the average amount for that given year. 

You can always ask us if your current company is still the

best option. Sometimes it is and sometimes we'll provide

suggestions for changes in your coverages or a new

company altogether.

pandemic. It became one thing after another and it all

seemed to have a domino effect. The New Year came and

things didn’t just go back to “normal.” The world continued

to change and the struggles persisted. My “plan” needed

restructuring.

I have found myself overwhelmed by every emotion

imaginable this past year. I have shed more than a few tears,

worried about things I never used to worry about, and yet I

find myself hopeful. Fourteen years ago I was told, "you can

only manage your own upset." A lot of things are out of our

control but we get to decide how to respond to the

unexpected. 

Disruption doesn't have to be a distraction. So while the

world continues to transform around me, I choose to

embrace the opportunity to re-write the next chapter in my

"plan" because sometimes change isn't always a bad thing. 

"If you don't like something, change it. 
If you can't change it, change your 
attitude."  
                                          - Maya Angelou

Your local, personable and eager-to-serve insurance
team. We are here to serve you and our community.

Embracing change

I don’t know about you but I am not a big

fan of change. Don’t get me wrong, I can

appreciate new and different things but

perhaps only if they fit into my "plan.” I am a

planner and always have been. I like goal

setting and enjoy growth but usually only if

it fits into my "plan”. 

This past year has stretched me to face

challenges I never dreamed of. The

pandemic delivered a large dose of

unexpected change, but it wasn’t just the 
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1500 NW Bethany Blvd. Ste. #295

Beaverton, OR 97006Referral Program

Someone calls, texts or emails us and says that they

were referred by you
One of our licensed agents provides a free protection
review.
When they mention your name, we will send you a

$5.00 gift card. Your name will also be entered in our

$50 monthly drawings.

We will give back and make a $25 donation to four

different charities throughout the year.

At our agency, giving back is a primary focus, which is why

we feature and donate to a different local non-profit each

quarter. You can be involved in the giving by simply

referring your friends or family to our agency. In addition

to our regular contributions, we make donations each

time someone is referred to our agency. 

Here is how our referral program works:

1.

2.

3.

4.

2nd Quarter Referral Partner 

This year we're adding The Epilepsy Foundation to our list

of referral partners. Over 42,900 people in Oregon are

living with epilepsy or a seizure related condition. Their

mission is to lead the fight to overcome the challenges of

living with epilepsy and to accelerate therapies to stop

seizures, find cures and save lives. For more than 50

decades the Epilepsy Foundation has shone a light on

epilepsy. This partnership is special to us as one of our

team members is an epileptic and was diagnosed in their

early twenties. We are excited to introduce you to our new

referral partner and encourage you to check them out at

epilepsyoregon.org.

 
 

Take a picture of your completed word search

and post it to the Atkinson Insurance Facebook

page and you will be entered in a drawing for a

$50 Amazon gift card!

 

https://www.facebook.com/AtkinsonInsurance
Group

Word Search!

BLOOM◦FLOWERS◦ATKINSON◦BLOSSOM◦ALLERGIES
MEMORIAL DAY◦POLLEN◦INSURANCE◦TULIP 

MOTHER'S DAY◦SUNSHINE◦BARBEQUE ◦SHOWERS 
CINCO DE MAYO◦POLLIWOG

KELLI 
HORNING
1

Congratulations Kelli!
Kelli is coming up on 15 years with our agency! We are

excited to celebrate her and encourage you to call, email,

or even drop a note in the mail with messages of how she

has served you or your family over the years. 

Kelli joined our team in May of 2006. She graduated

college with a degree in early childhood development and

previously worked as a preschool teacher at a private

school. Choosing a different career path, Kelli found that

Atkinson Insurance Group was the right fit for her. We are

so glad we found her and she chose us!

Cheers to 15 years, Kelli! 


